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Performance Notes SAMPLE 

Sixes and Threes 

World War I was originally called the "Great War", only because nobody 

dreamed there'd be another one. Similarly, I never thought of Yngwie's 

ingenious picking strategy as a "one-way" strategy. It was simply 

pickslanting, and for all I knew it was the only way to play anything. For sure, 

it was the way I'd played for a solid ten years. And this allowed ample time to 

discover and fully inhabit a wide range of stock patterns and fingerings that 

worked well with even-numbered note groupings. In combination with both 

sweeping and legato, the practical applications of this system were nearly 

endless. And it's why, even today, it is probably still the strategy I reach for 

first. 

But if the discovery of two-way pickslanting in Mike's playing opened a door 

to a world of odd-numbered note groupings, it also simultaneously redefined 

the existing downward pickslanting world as a specific choice to use one and 

only one pickslant. And that world now had a twin: upward pickslanting. 

The implications of such a thing were immediate and profound. If upward 

pickslanting exists, then every single downward pickslanting pattern I 

already knew could be learned all over again. By simply flipping the pick 

structure, and using the opposite pickslant, I could play those very same 

patterns mechanically inverted. 

The Yngwie six-note pattern is an obvious starting point if only thanks to its 

nearly universal role among rock players as a gateway to chunking and 

downward pickslanting. And by starting it on an upstroke, and using upward 



pickslanting, we can now play it just as efficiently with inverted mechanics. 

In fact, we can take either version -- the dwps version or the uwps version -- 

and play it across all six strings, both descending and ascending, by 

employing the position- shift tactic to keep the picking structure uniform 

across both legs of the journey. 

Soon after discovering downward pickslanting, I had realized that simply 

repeating any three-note fingering would produce a compact six-note 

pattern with the same properties as Yngwie's pattern. I had heard players 

like Vinnie Moore do this before, but it just sounded like a pattern of threes, 

repeated indiscriminately in various positions. Of course in a post-Yngwie 

world, I understood the deeper structure. This pattern of threes was 

precisely two repetitions of a given fingering. It started on a downstroke, 

contained precisely six notes, and then moved either to a new position, or if I 

wanted, to a new string. Likewise, in a one-way upward world, the same 

transformation to upward pickslanting was now possible by repeating the 

same sequence on an upstroke.  

Gilbert Sixes 

I then realized that the threes pattern could, with a small modification, be 

spread across two strings to present the illusion of a six-note scale fragment. 

In the descending example of this, you'd start on an upstroke, play three 

notes on the first string, then play three more notes on the next lower string. 

Then, without moving to a third string, you'd start the pattern over. That 

second string would ultimately contain six notes, or one complete iteration 

of the threes pattern. And so would every subsequent string of the lick. In 

fact, with the exception of the first string, this new sixes pattern, and the 

threes patterns, were not just similar -- they were identical. 



The threes and sixes patterns possessed all the same properties, except that 

conceptually, the sixes pattern "started" on an upstroke. If this seemed 

unusual, the truth is that starting on a downstroke was an artificial 

requirement. The only real requirement of a one-way pickslanting lick is that 

every string terminate on the same pickstroke. If the pattern is repetitive, 

then the pattern must contain an even number of notes to make consistent 

termination possible. But -- and here's the key -- this could just as easily be 

achieved by displacing some of the notes in the pattern to another string, so 

that each string contains an odd number of notes. Although counterintuitive, 

this actually works out fine. This sixes pattern was three and three. But it 

could also have been one and five. Or five and one. As long as the pattern 

starts over on the same string on which it finishes, those two units of odd 

numbers -- the tail end of one pattern, and the head end of the next one -- 

will always add up to an even number, and all will be well. To put this 

another way, any two odd numbers when summed will always produce an 

even number. Cool right? 

All of which is to say that displaced patterns could also be flipped to begin 

with the opposite pickstroke and still retain their one-way properties. And 

when you did this with the sixes pattern, and flipped it to start on a 

downstroke, you inadvertently created one of the bedrock cliches of virtuoso 

rock picking: Paul Gilbert sixes. 

… 

Thanks for reading the free preview! For the full performance notes, 

subscribe to Masters in Mechanics or purchase the Antigravity seminar: 

http://troygrady.com/mechanics/ 


